Tŷ Isaf Access Statement
Tŷ Isaf
Beddgelert
LL55 4YA
01766 890545

Introduction
1. Tŷ Isaf is a small shop. It is not attached to a property. It is located in the centre of
Beddgelert.
2. Beddgelert has limited mobile phone signal, namely EE and T Mobile
3. Tŷ Isaf is the oldest building in the village and is listed
4. Assistance (and other dogs) are welcome.

Arrival & Parking Facilities
1. Tŷ Isaf is in the centre of the village next to the bridge. When the shop is open, there is
a large National Trust sign by the door.
2. There is no car parking available at the shop. There are two car parks in the village,
and there is some free on road parking.

WCs
1. Tŷ Isaf does not have a public toilet.

Visitor Reception
1. Ty Isaf is an old farmhouse built in the 17th century. It has listed status. The floors are
stone and uneven in places. The upper sales floor is only accessible via 9 steep steps.

Catering
1. Tŷ Isaf does not have catering facilities. There are a number of cafes and pubs in
the village.
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Retail
1. The entrance to Tŷ Isaf is level with the street. The door to the shop is usually open,
opens inwards and is 1 metre wide.
2. The floors are uneven in places.
3. The beams are low, so caution is needed by visitors who are tall.
4. The lighting is subdued in places. Staff are happy to assist visitor by confirming prices.
5. Some items are on tall shelves, staff will assist if visitors need items brought down.
6. There is no induction loop at the till point, but staff are aware of good practice when
dealing with visitors who are hearing impaired.
7. Staff are happy to be a “helping hand” when needed.
8. Tŷ Isaf has limited mobility space, but we find that most visitors in wheelchairs can
access the ground floor of the shop.
9. Staff are happy to bring down goods from the upper floor for visitors who cannot climb
the stairs.

Contact details for more information
T: 01766 890545
E: colleen.marsden@nationaltrust.org.uk
Date: 14/10/19
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